
PAV – Collège

Based in Chevreuse, Parents Anglophones de la Vallée (PAV) is an association that
offers English classes for English-speaking children being brought up in a bilingual
environment. For many of the children it is an opportunity to build on English already
learnt in PAV classes and within the home; for others returning from an
English-speaking country, the classes allow them to maintain their fluency.

The Teachers

The teachers are all native English speakers. They are qualified and have professional
experience in creating a friendly but also studious environment. When necessary, our
teachers are also supported by teaching assistants to ensure that every child has the
best opportunity to develop their English.

The Classes

The class for the college group is held onWednesday afternoon (see next page) at
the Maison des Associations, 45 bis rue de Rambouillet, in Chevreuse.

The classes are small with a maximum of 10 students per teacher. Each student
progresses through an English skills workbook corresponding to their English level.
Specific novels will be studied and discussed in class. Development of oral and written
English are equally encouraged.

Places are allocated on a first come first served basis to children with an appropriate
level of English for their age. Your child will be invited for an informal evaluation.
Integrating into the class dynamic in terms of both English language and behaviour is
very important for the success of all students so every child will go through a short
trial period before the enrolment is completed.

The first day of term will beWednesday 13th September 2023.



Fees

Full tuition fees will be due on the first day of school. We only accept bank transfers.

Class level  Class day Class time  Fee
Collège Wednesday 17:300 - 19:00 500 EUR

PAVmembership
On the first day of school, you will be required to subscribe to PAV for the academic
year 2023/24. The membership fee per family is 25€.

Bank Details:

C/C Eurocompte Asso Tranquillité

PARENTS ANGLOPHONES DE LA VALLEE

RIB: 10278 06070 00020184041 31

IBAN: FR76 1027 8060 7000 0201 8404 131

BIC: CMCIFR2A

For every bank transfer, please add as a reference your child’s full name and level
they will be attending (Example: BarnsJames_College).

PAV–Collège

PAV–Collège is organised by Parents Anglophones de la Vallée (PAV), a non-profit
Association established in 2012 and run by volunteers. Fees go towards paying the
teachers and other operational costs and we strive to keep them as low as possible.
Subscription to the association is compulsory for all families with children enrolled in
classes run by PAV.


